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ABSTRACT
Many methods are available for the separation of liquid mixtures and metal ions.

Among them, foam separation technique holds great promise especially when the
concentrations involved is very low. The basis for the separation is the surface adsorption
phenomena. The success of this technique depends on the stability and characteristics of
foam. The operation is simple with less maintenance as there are no moving parts.

A fundamental study about the selective foam fractionation of Cu(II) metal ion was
carried out with sodium lauryl sulphate (SLS) as foaming agent using synthetic aqueous
solutions. The effect of air flow rate, liquid pool height, pH and concentration of feed
solution were varied to study the performance on enrichment factor in foam separation and
the enrichment ratio. The experiments were carried out to optimize the various parameters
for effective separation of Cu (II) ions. From these studies it has been observed that as the
height of the liquid pool increases, the separation factor also increases which is due to the
fact that the residence time of bubble in the liquid pool is more. As the concentration of the
bulk solution is reduced, the surface tension increases and in turn the separation factor
increases. As the flow rate of air increases from 1.0 to 2.0 LPM, the separation factor decreases.
The enrichment ratio is observed to be high when ever the foam is dry.
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     INTRODUCTION
Many methods are available for the

separation of liquid mixtures and metal ions.
Separation efficiency drops rapidly as the
concentration of the desired compound falls.
Foam fractionation, a novel technique, old in
principle but new in application has great
promise in the low concentration effluent
treatment streams. It is a promising surfactant,
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surface adsorption based separation process.
This method is attractive not only because of
low energy consumption and operational costs
but also due to its advantage in recovering
substances from high diluted solutions. Solutes
to be removed or recovered are adsorbed on
to the foam surface and concentrated in the
collapsed foam liquid (foamate) phase. A foam
producing agent, i.e. surface active reagent is
added to feed solution to stabilize the foam.
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Under equilibrium conditions, the
adsorption at a gas-liquid interface is given by
Gibbs equation1, d = –RT i d ln ai where i

is called surface excess. In simple terms, it is
the concentration of adsorbed component i at
the surface in units such as g mol per sq. cm.,
R is the gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, a i is the activity of the ith
component and ã is the surface tension. A
variety of applications have been reported such
as separation of solutes from mineral ore,
hazardous metal ions from effluents, protein
fractionation and surfactants recovery2. Brown
et al.3 reported the continuous foam separation
of protein mixtures: Casein-Bovine Serum
Albumin (BSA), BSA-Lysozyme and Casein-
Lysozyme.Banfield.D.L., et al.4 reported the
separation of metallic cations such as
Cs+,Sr2+and Ce2+  using sodium sulfonate as
surfactant by this technique. Kinoshita et al5

reported the separation of Au(III) from dilute
aqueous solutions with non-ionic surfactant.
Jacobelli-Turi, et al.6 reported the separation
of  zinc and copper using the complexing
surfactant dodecylimmino-dipropionic acid.
Foam separation of zinc with sodium lauryl
sulphate in batch process was reported by
R.Konduru etal7. This research work discussed
the correct way of operating a foam
fractionating column strictly in simple mode.
The adsorptive bubble separation of zinc and
cadmium cations from solutions in the presence
of ferric and aluminium hydroxide was carried
out by Kazimierz Jurkiewicz et. al.8 using
Tween 80, sodium laurate and stearate  (anionic
surfactants) .The mechanism of metal removal
is different depending on the nature of the
surfactants used. In this present study, foam
separation of copper (II) ions from aqueous
solution was carried out in a semi batch mode
using sodium lauryl sulphate as surfactant.
Effects of various experimental parameters
were investigated on the enrichment of metal
ions9.

 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
An attempt has been made for the

separation of Cu(II) from synthetic aqueous
solution using Sodium Lauryl Sulphate (SLS)
as surfactant using foam separation. The
effects of various parameters like air flow rate,
Surfactant concentration, feed concentration,
liquid pool height and foam height on
enrichment ratio are studied.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Copper Sulphate (CuSO4.5 H2O),

Sodium lauryl Sulphate (SLS) were used to
carryout the experiment. Potassium ferro
cyanide and Ammonium nitrate were used for
analysis by Spectrophotometer at a wave length
of 400nm. All chemicals used were of analytical
grade purity. Distilled water was used in all
experiments.

A sketch of the experimental set-up
employed in the present work is shown in
Fig. 1. A glass tube of inner diameter 2.03 cm
is used as the batch foam column with a top
hemispherical bend to collect the foam. Filter
cloth wound on a sponge is used for air
distribution. This filter cloth is attached to a
stainless steel nozzle, and its edge is sealed with
a water insoluble glue to prevent the formation
of bubbles at its outer periphery. The distributor
assembly is then mounted on a close fitting
rubber stopper which is inserted at the bottom
of the glass column. The distributor is
connected to a compressor via a two way valve
and manometer. Between the manometer and
the compressor, a valve and flow meter are
connected to control and measure the air flow
rate respectively.

A known volume of the copper sulphate
solution, having predetermined concentration of
copper (II) ions was taken into the foam
column. Surfactant of concentration 0.1%
(w/v) was added to the bulk solution to stabilize
the foam .Nitrogen gas or air was then passed
through the nozzle into the copper sulphate
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solution at a controlled flow rate, till the foam
attained a desired height. As soon as the foam
reached the required height, the gas supply was
bypassed through the two-way valve. Liquid,
which was present in the foam, started draining
down into the liquid pool. After allowing

drainage for some specific time, the foam and
the residual liquid were separated. The liquid
obtained by breaking the foam and the residual
pool liquid were then analyzed to determine the
copper (II) ions concentration using Jasco UV
Spectrophotometer at a wave length of  400nm.

Fig. 1 : Experimental set up for batch foam fractionation

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental studies in semi batch foam

fractionation column for various feed
concentrations at different liquid pool height and
flow rate of air were conducted using synthetic
solution containing copper (II) metal ions to
determine the enrichment ratio.

‘Enrichment ratio’ or ‘Separation factor’
E is defined as the ratio of the concentration of
copper (II) ion in the foamate (CP) to the
concentration of copper (II) ions in the bulk
liquid (Cb) from which the foam has been
generated :
Enrichment Ratio (E) =

       
Concentration of Cu(II) in Foamate (C
Concentration of Cu(II) in Foamate (C

p

b

)
)

The results are discussed in detail as
follows :

Experimental studies were carried out
for different liquid heads varying from 25 to
45cm using feed solution of Cu (II) ions of 25
ppm concentrations. SLS was used as a
surfactant and 0.1% (W/V) was added to the
bulk solution. The flow rate of air was
maintained at 1.0 to 2.0 LPM.
Effect of Air flow rate on Enrichment ratio

The effect of air flow rate on enrichment
ratio is shown in table 1 and fig..2. As the air
flow rate is increased from 1.0 to 2.0 LPM,
the separation factor decreases. At low flow
rate more solution drainage occurs and results
in dry foam. The enrichment ratio is high
whenever the foam is dry.
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Effect of Surfactant concentration on
Enrichment ratio

The effect of surfactant concentration
on enrichment ratio is shown in table. 2 and
fig.3. As the surfactant concentration is

Flow rate of 
air(LPM) 

Concentration of Cu(II)  
in foamate (ppm) Enrichment ratio 

1 63 2.52 

1.25 52.33 2.09 

1.5 40 1.6 

1.75 29.67 1.187 

2 25.33 1.013 

Table 1 : Effect of Air flow rate on Enrichment ratio

Fig. 2 : Effect of Air flow rate on Enrichment ratio

increased the enrichment ratio decreases. This
phenomenon can be explained as follows.
There exists a competitive adsorption between
SLS and Cu(II) ions. The free surface that the
molecules of solute can occupy is limited. The
equilibrium surface concentration of the solutes
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in the foam is related to the feed concentration
and increase with increase in feed
concentration. Therefore, the surface

Surfactant 
concentration 

(ppm) 

concentration of Cu(II)  
in foamate (ppm) Enrichment ratio 

0.2 65.294 2.612 

0.25 35.294 1.412 

0.3 31.765 1.156 

0.35 26.471 1.059 

concentration of SLS increases with the
increase of the SLS feed concentration.

Table 2 : Effect of Surfactant concentration on Enrichment ratio
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Effect of Liquid pool height on Enrichment
ratio

From the experimental investigations, the
effect of liquid pool height on enrichment ratio
is shown in table 3 and fig 4.From the figure; it
is observed that as the height of the liquid pool

increases the amount of Cu (II) adsorbed on
the foam increases. This is due to the fact that
as the height increases the residence time
of the bubbles in the liquid pool increases.
Hence more adsorption occurs on the bubble
surface.
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Effect of Feed concentration on
Enrichment ratio

The effect of feed concentration on
enrichment ratio is presented in table 4 and

Liquid pool height 
(cm) 

Concentration of 
Cu(II) in foamate 

(ppm) 
Enrichment Ratio 

25 25.9459 1.0378 
 

30 33.5135 1.3429 
 

35 42.4324 1.6973 
 

40 52.1622 2.0865 
 

45 58.6486 2.3459 
 

Table 3 : Effect of Liquid pool height on Enrichment ratio

Fig. 4 : Effect of Liquid pool height on Enrichment ratio

fig. 5. As the concentration of bulk solution is
reduced, the surface tension increases and
due to this the separation factor is found to
increase.
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Table 4. Effect of feed concentration on enrichment ratio

Initial concentration 
of CuSO4.5H2O 

Concentration of  Cu(II) 
in foamate (ppm) 

Enrichment 
ratio 

25 28.061 1.122 

30 31.613 1.054 

35 39.677 1.134 

40 43.548 1.089 

45 49.677 1.104 

50 54.194 1.084 
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Effect of Foam height on Enrichment
ratio

As can be seen from table 5 and fig 6,
the enrichment ratio increase with increasing
the foam height. An increase in foam height

leads to a longer foam residence time, which
allows more drainage of the liquid in the
films.The dilution of the adsorbed chromium
ion is lower as foam height increases, which in
turn leads to higher enrichment ratio.

Sl. No. Foam height (cm) Enrichment ratio 

1 24 1.68 

2 42 2.25 

3 74 2.65 

Table 5 : Effect of Foam height on Enrichment ratio

Fig. 6 : Effect of Foam height on Enrichment ratio

CONCLUSION
Non surface active aqueous Cu (II) ions

were made surface active with the aid of the
well known surfactant sodium lauryl sulphate.
From the experimental studies it is concluded
that :

  As the flow rate of the air increases from
1.0 to 2.0 LPM the separation factor de-
creases and the enrichment ratio is high
as the foam is dry .At low flow rate more
solution drainage occurs and we get dry
foam.
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 As the SLS concentration is increased,
the enrichment ratio decreases. This is due
to the fact that there exists a competitive
adsorption between SLS and Cu(II) ions.
The equilibrium surface concentration of
the solutes in the foam is related to the
feed concentration and increase with
increase in feed concentration. Therefore,
the surface concentration of SLS
increases with the increase of the SLS
feed concentration.

 As the concentration of the bulk solution
is reduced, the surface tension increases
and the separation factor is found to
increase.

 As the liquid pool height increases the
amount of Cu (II) adsorbed on the foam
increases. This is due to the fact that as
the height increases the residence time
of the bubbles in the liquid pool increases.
Hence more adsorption occurs on the
bubble surface.

 An increase in foam height leads to a
longer foam residence time, which allows
more drainage of the liquid in the films
which in turn leads to higher enrichment
ratio.
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